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Bring the delectable Spanish tradition of tapas to your kitchen with 500 Tapas. Tapas could
be served as a beginner, snack, side dish, or as a comprehensive and exotic meal, which

collection of recipes gives tapas for all preferences and occasions. Tapas are a staple of the
traditional Spanish bar encounter, but today have gained worldwide popularity as an

excellent way to share a delicious meal.
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This Book Is SUCCESSFUL! Each of them look yummy and simple enough to prepare. There will
be the main versions and then a listing of about 4-6 variation ideas for each main
recipe..organized by food type, easy the follow instructions and bonus tips. Also FYI, the 500
recipes are not exactly 500 unique quality recipes. lots of recipes..who knew? :0) Not bad This
book has many great ideas, however the recipes to me appear to be small portions of posh,
artsy food instead of what I had for tapas when I was in Andalusia, Spain. Do not get me
wrong, there are several "traditional" recipes, and others look actually tasty and I'll make those
dishes too. It's that if you are looking for something which has a more traditional feel then you
may be disappointed with this one. Maybe it was the region I'm familiar with vs the vast variety
found in that large, diverse country. I'm no expert, this was simply my impression. There's even a
section on tapas desserts.. exceptional book. All with photos. After spending 3 weeks in Spain i
just look forward to trying several recipes. Beautiful photos for EVERY recipe. In the event that
you only had that one tapas cookbook, it could be all you'd need. Fantastic Wow, this reserve
has it all. This is an excellent change from the typical content hour fare or makes an excellent
light meal. Well worth the money. Tapas- a lot more than you'll ever make use of... I discover
that that when I see the completed dish good results certainly are a lot easier. Great Photos
produce Tapas easy The pictures carry out wonders to make the recipes get together. as a
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chef I am pleased with being able to experiment with Tapas and the variations they have as
suggestions. I did best by getting this reserve. as a chef I am pleased with becoming able to
experiment with Tapas and the . Each of them look yummy and simple enough to prepare This
little gem offers you a basic recipe and several variations.. Tapa me on my stomach I wish I
was an improved chef. easy and more challenging. good ideas as well. friend had also and
liked Four Stars great recipes, possess tried a few and enjoyed Good for Basic Tapas
References Best for Basic Tapas References Five Stars Absolutely great! Five Stars Ideal for
ideas in the summer. something for everybody. This book is excellent and very well come up
with. It would make a wonderful gift for anyone.
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